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1. Overview of the Index Database

- Data source – tweets
- Index database on periodicals published during the Late Qing and Republican Eras in East Asia
- The digitized content - Internet Archives
- Workflow: Social Feed Manager (collect tweets), Python (extract data), Excel (clean up data), Tableau (data visualizations).
2. Data Collecting Using SFM

- Social Feed Manager
- Capture tweets through following individual account or hashtag/keyword
- The tweets fields we used
3. Data Extraction Using Python

- Data Extraction by Python
  - Using string manipulation/text analysis (Pandas)
4. Data Clean-up Using Excel
5. Data Visualizations Using Tableau

- Dashboard/Table/Story map
- Lists, Maps, Location/Time Period Filter, language, number of issues
- Interactive
- Sharable embedded html code
- Link to the digitized copies
6. Limitations and Future Plans

- Limitations:
  - We are not content provider and content owner.
  - The digitized materials are subject to change.

- Future plans:
  - We will need to find a way to track the change of accessibility for each title.
  - We can create similar index databases using information from tweets or other data sources.
  - We would like to share our tips on how to use SFM, Python, Excel and Tableau if there is interest.
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